WOW: Transitioning to life after SC

• Supported creation of SIGHPC
  • More closely aligned with SC mission
  • SIGHPC has full responsibility for SC’15
  • SIGARCH will “insure” until SIGHPC achieves necessary fund balance

  But this is where the switch happens

• SIGARCH membership staying stable (1,441)
  • Back to 2006 levels after modest declines
    • Compare to 14% decline over all SIGs
  • Raised print member rates to cover actual costs
    • Electronic only has grown from 270 to 947 (65%)
OW: Newsletter needs reNEWal

- Computer Architecture News needs makeover
  - Publication is routinely 1 to 7 months late
  - Several issues never published
  - Stale format has limited relevance

- Plan for reNEWal
  - Identified tentative new editor
    - Mohamed Zahran, NYU
  - Planning survey to determine best new format
  - Plan new launch in 2015
  - Likely shift to electronic delivery